On the ferry.

Still on that ferry.

Full of enthusiasm.

Lila and Philip.
Everyone sees, but Truda.

Happy Adam, Steve, and Lamalani.

Hey Ian, it's only 10:30.

Data recorder, Elicia.
Lila, Philip, Christine, and Cristiane are cruising.

Looking for minkes.

Studious Adam.

Is that Ian sleeping again?
Bird reserve.

Lots of birds and bird poop.

The trailing Pelagic.

On the bow.
Our naturalist looks funny.

Ian will stay awake for Katie.

Elicia, Cris, and Steve.

Don't hate me, Katie.
Sad man of the San Juans.

Watching Ruffles, eating Cheetos.

The Canadians.

Tiny Ruffles.
Ruffles and the Canadians.

Lamalani loves Ruffles.

Patient observers Elícia, Christine, and Rose.

The Pelagic.
Guess who's sleeping?

Yes, Katie, it's an orange.

Some people have too much money.

The snoozers.
Dall's under the surface.

Bowriding Dall's.

Dall's breaking the surface.

Hi, my lab section!
Cool shot.

Watching the killers.

How's the chatty naturalist over there?

Harbor seals near Spieden Island.
Spieden Island.

More Spieden Island.

Oh, the fallacies of the American dream.

Et tu, Lamalani?